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FORWARD 

A marriage or a relationship is not like a mere hot soup 
to be tasted and be dumped into a garbage can when 
freezing. 
Love unconditionally, else, false love with its cover-
cloth of jealousy, fear and protectionism will make you 
wonder with nightmares of the ghost of deceptions.  
 A wonder mind with doubts in marriage is self-creating 
hurdles that eventually give birth to destruction.  
To be engaged in a relationship or in a marriage is a full 
time job that requires sacrifice and perseverance. 
The mystery wind of love blows in its own directions. 
We can be coincidentally found ourselves in the arms of 
a lover whose nature and character may perhaps be a 
contradictory to our life’s style, but when there is a will, 
alike, when unconditional love and trust reign supreme, 
there is always a possibility for a successful marriage or 
relationships.  
When two Angels of Love are thrown into a chaotic 
living hell, they can eventually transform such a chaotic 
living hell into a living paradise through the mystery 
power of Love.  
This precious book; ”The Pretty Orphan” contains the 
life’s threatening story of an exceptional Orphan being 
simultaneously sexually abused by her adopted father. 
Through courage, she stepped on the ghost of fears. She 
bravely confronted her father by denying him access to 
her sexual despot despite intimidations and life’s 
threatening.  
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This act of bravely triggered a fearsome confrontation 
with her father that resulted in a swollen lips and a dark 
bloody eye lid. 
Through courage and perseverance, she saw the mystery 
light of an escape hole at the end of the dark tunnel. 
Some awful situations and circumstances in which we 
find ourselves are the mystery keys that eventually open 
sacred doors for our liberty and freedom. 
Coincidentally, she discovered her orphanage status 
prior to the sympathy that her father’s sisters had for 
her. Through frustration, pity and anger, Theresa; Janet 
father’s sister was unable to harbour no longer from her 
the secrets relating to her orphanage status.  
Her agonies and miseries taught her a great lesson to be 
wised-up. This obviously triggered both emotions of 
regret and hatred towards men. Many men paid the prize 
of her cruelty prior to her sensual badass which was her 
mystery weapon. 
 Eventually, she was rescued by the mercy of true love 
by a handsome priest. The power of unconditional love 
transformed and transfigured her into a living goddess. 
She transformed her matrimonial home into the bed of 
roses with her experienced in life, sense of justice, 
innocence and unconditional love. 
Love can transform anything to be precious in life. 
To find pleasure in love is to love unconditionally. The 
power of Love conquers all. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

May The Great God of Creation pour his shower of 
blessings into the Souls of all those who favour my 
righteous cause and every reader; alike bless those who 
contributed and assisted for the birth of this precious 
book; “The Pretty Orphan.” 
Special thanks to Madam Amma Adomah, Mr. Dick 
Brands, Michael Osei Davies and Emmanuel Osei 
Darko Davies who contributed a great deal of time for 
the publication of this precious book.  

Kwabena Osei. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The Supreme Power of Love is extremely mysterious, 
strange and psychedelic. Mankind is vulnerable to the 
mystery wind of love that blows in its own directions. 
Love is mankind’s nature. In which ever pool of love 
you may peradventure find yourself, the only option to 
free yourself is to learn how to dance to the rhythm of 
love with your innocence, unconditional love and sense 
of justice. 
We can transform the living hell in which we find 
ourselves in life, marriages and relationships into a 
living paradise through the mystery power of love. 
Love is the solution to everything, alike, the remedy of 
all illness including the mystery death itself. 
Love is mankind’s nature. It is our birth’s right. There is 
no possibility running away from yourself. To deny love 
when it knocks at your closet door tantamount to 
running away from yourself. “And, is there a possibility 
to run away from yourself?” 
We fall short to the mystery power of Love and its wind 
that blows in its own directions. We owe allegiance to 
the mystery power of Love. 
The Supreme power of Love is the origin of the Life 
Force. Thus, the essence of Life is the divine love. 
Mankind came into an existence through the mystery 
power of love. There is no possibility for mankind to 
control such a mighty mystery power of love through 
which it came into an existence.  
To be engaged in love and sex relationships, or in 
marriage, alike confront life with your idiosyncrasy is 
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nothing but, self-creating hurdles that eventually 
becomes your crucifixion cross. 
Mankind falls short to manipulate the power of Love. It 
is only the false love created by the devil can be 
manipulated, alike can be purchased with wealth.  
Even, peradventure a person successfully purchases 
love with his wealth, there could be an imminent far 
reaching consequences. The Ego’s dominated mind of 
wonder and selfishness give birth to deceptions and 
destructions.  
The only manner through which mankind can find 
pleasure both in life and in matrimonial home with its 
extension globally is to be engaged in relationships, 
marriages, alike confront the mystery life with its sense 
of justice, innocence and unconditional love. 
Love is invisible. Love is felt in each and every 
individual’s unique way. You can only feel how deeply 
you are in love, but how a partner feels for you in love 
can only be demonstrated through actions. 
Human beings thoughts are not foreseen on their 
forehead. The wise men say, action speaks louder than 
words. In some situations and circumstances, actions 
can be insinuated prior to personal interest. You will 
only know the kind of relationships or marriage in 
which you find yourself when deception is tearing you 
apart with an emotional regret. 
I have deliberately thrown enormous light on how to 
make the right decision when the mystery wind of false 
love knocks at your closet to avoid its destruction 
afterwards in my book entitled “The Wings of Love” 
volume two. The subject itself is entitled; Relationships; 
Nature’s approval and disapproval. 
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Life is very precious to offer your life as a ransomed 
sacrifice in the name of false love. 
There are some moments, we are being presented 
relationships, or a marriage made in Heaven, but lack of 
the recognition of the bodily sensors and the mystery 
guidance, we consistently reject such precious gifts 
from Nature. 
On the contrary, relationships or marriages, made in the 
living Hell by the devil, well-polished, hidden behind 
cosmetics and fashions, we hastily embrace it without a 
second thought. Eventually, it misleads us to the path of 
deception and suffering. 
This precious book; ”The Pretty Orphan” contains the 
story of a beautiful lady who was deliberately classified 
as the “She devil” prior to her sensuality aspect of life’s 
style wise which many innocent people considered 
notoriously. 
She trashed over men with her sensual beauty and 
dresses which of course left men uncomfortably 
tightened and miserable in their trousers. 
She was nick-named; “The She-Devil.” She was 
crowned as Queen Jezebel by her colleagues at her 
working premises prior to her entertainment words in 
sexuality. Her seductive smiles and coerced sensual 
words obviously enlightened men with miraculously 
healing to be functioned respectively to find pleasure in 
their respective bed of roses.  
She was always the centre of attractions prior to her 
genius selected romantic words and wisdom that created 
always lovely paradise’s atmosphere for her colleagues 
at work.  
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She was not a shy lady. She was a good listener, alike 
gave solution to her male colleagues who were in 
deceptions prior to false love. Her absence at her 
working premises was nothing but chaotic living dead 
premises for her colleagues. 
She was pretty beautiful. She was intelligent and not 
mentioning her charismatic manner through which she 
embraced her colleagues at work. This aspect of life 
style made her so exceptional and unique. 
Despite her jovial attitude, her sexual despot registered 
many men in her mystery daily of which some got 
access just once to taste her sweet melodies.  
She deliberately gave wild kisses to those boastful 
bragged men with pretentious promises of bed of roses. 
“As the Lord said unto Moses; your eyes will see 
Canaan, but your foot will never step on the Land.” She 
capitalized on their vulnerability prior to her sensuality 
and made fun of them.  
They will be knocking at her sacred door with numerous 
gifts, but an access to her Kingdom’s hall will elude 
them forever as their punishment. 
She deliberately punished men prior to sexual abuses 
from the age of thirteen by her father who she 
considered as her biological father initially, until her 
orphanage status was revealed to her by a sister to her 
father. 
This revelation encouraged her to break the chains of 
intimidation and life’s threatening for totally liberation 
from incarceration in the premises of her monster father 
who she previously considered as her biological father. 
She struggled through many means to trace her original 
identity. Unfortunately the critical and the awful 
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circumstances through which she was adopted made it 
impossible to trace her original family status.  
Fortunately or unfortunately, Janet survived at birth 
whilst her mother passed away. Her father was in his 
youth and fled from fatherhood responsibility. Both 
parents of Janet emigrated from a foreign country. Their 
identity given to the hospital of birth of Janet was not 
traceable. 
It was unbearable situation for Janet to find herself in 
the mystery ocean of life force lonely. Nature 
intervened on her part through James and Theresa. They 
embraced her as a family member and deliberately took 
care of Janet. 
Finally, the Supreme power of Love rescued Janet by 
presenting her a handsome priest who eventually 
became her husband.  
Janet knowing her orphanage status took Kudjo her 
husband as the unique family in her world in which she 
lives. She dressed and cherished her husband with 
unconditional love. Though, there were awful ordeals in 
their relationships initially, yet, through love and 
experienced, she transformed her matrimonial home 
into the living paradise. 
The Supreme power of love saw her loyalty to love and 
blessed her with triplets to enlarge her family. The 
Supreme power of Love can transform everything to be 
precious for mankind’s pleasure. 
We can be engaged in marriages with partners whose 
nature may be contradictory to our nature, but when 
unconditional love and trust reign supreme, there is 
always a possibility for successful marriage. The power 
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of love conquers all. It is the remedy of all illness 
including the mighty death itself. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
THE MARRIAGE COUNSELLOR 
 
 
A marriage is not like a mere hot soup to be tasted and 
be dumped into a garbage can when freezing. It is a 
fulltime job that requires a great deal of sacrifice from 
both couple. 
Love unconditionally with both your innocent and sense 
of justice, else, false love will make you wonder with 
fears and jealousy.  
Jealousy and fear make you wonder. It creates an 
imaginary ghost of deceptions and additional fears. Fear 
and jealousy collaborate with the ego to implement the 
shadow of doubts and suspicions that eventually 
destroys trust which is the amour of an unconditional 
love. 
When trust loses its legitimacy, unconditional love beats 
its wings and flies away leaving the vacuum to be 
occupied by false love which is ‘Love-hatred.’ driven 
by the Ego. 
Then of course, the shadow of deception created by the 
mercy of the ego with its collaborators; fears and 
jealousy eventually present themselves with their fruit 
of destruction. 
A marriage or a relationship is a full time job that needs 
commitment, sacrifice and perseverance for its success. 
If you are not ready, do not apply for such a sacred job 
with your idiosyncrasy just for your whims and 
caprices.  
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To manipulate love with your ego’s dominated mind 
tantamount to self-creating hurdles that obviously 
become your crucifixion cross at the end of the day. 
You reap whatever that you sow. 
Love is real and Natural. Love is being felt in each and 
everyone’s own unique manner of which words fall 
short for thoroughly expression. It is Natural and 
Natural things create no miseries. 
False love is the birth of mankind’s miseries and 
agonies. All that mankind has to give to the world is 
love. We can transform the living hell in which we 
found ourselves into the living paradise through the 
mighty power of love. 
When two beautiful Angels of light and love are thrown 
into the living hell, prior to the love they possess, 
eventually, they can transform such a hell’s 
environment into the living paradise. Love goes beyond 
all borders. 
To smile to a neighbour through an unconditional love 
is priceless, but its dividends are beyond compares. 
The phenomenon mighty handiworks of the Master of 
Creation express their beauty for our admiration through 
the power of love. Love beautifies life and love is life; 
whilst hatred is a living dead. 
Love is mankind’s nature. Any idea contrary to love is 
meant for mankind’s crucifixion. 
To be engaged in marriage or in whatever relationship 
needs sacrifice and trust. To love unconditionally is to 
trust. Trust is the amour of true love; whilst jealousy 
and protectionism is the cover-cloth of false love. 
When trust loses its legitimacy in any relationship or in 
a marriage, the true love beats its wings and flies away. 
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False love, love-hatred inherits the place of true love. 
Inevitably, deception eventually crowns the marriage or 
the relationships. 
The heaven is on the earth. To find an extraordinary 
pleasure in the living heaven bewitching marriages or 
relationships is to love unconditionally with your 
innocence and your sense of justice. 
The pride of the Supreme power of Love is to see 
mankind engaging in love and sex relationships and 
matrimonies with its innocence and unconditional Love. 
“I Janet, was abused, dehumanized and torn apart with 
the wickedness of false love which was inevitably the 
passport into my grave. Mysteriously, the true power of 
love rescued me seeing my honesty when I became like 
unto the prodigal son to embrace love with my true 
identity, sense of justice and innocent.” 
My husband Kudjo was a pretty little honey-bastard. 
Prior to the manner in which I cherished and dressed 
him up with my sense of justice, innocent and 
unconditional love, he was transformed and transfigured 
into a handsome priest. 
Now everything has come up of roses in our 
matrimonial home. He pushes harder with his best hot 
shots and I open wider for perfect sweet melodies in our 
bed of roses for our pleasure. 
Marriage is like two merging rivers that flow with their 
currents together into the great ocean. 
Once they emerged, we see no separation. Now, the 
path of our individualism has ended and emerged in one 
solid entity to forge ahead in the journey of life under 
the umbrella of the supreme power of love. 
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Nothing can be achieved just by sitting in limbo. To be 
successful is through a hard work in chasing our 
dreams.  
In some situations and circumstances, no matter how 
you work hard, still you gain nothing when your world 
and its luck are not in your favour. Thus, in some 
critical moments, we need a divine intervention with 
favours of a good luck for success. 
This becomes possible when you have a peaceful and 
loving atmosphere in your matrimonial home. The wise 
men say, behind every successful man, there is a 
woman. 
Women are the light in every matrimonial home. The 
more you let your woman in love smile from a loving 
heart; additionally such a tremendous light overshadows 
your activities for success. 
“How can one find sunshine in the street whilst it is 
raining torrentially in his matrimonial home?” The 
uttermost peace is within. It is imperative; we must 
cooperate to find peace in our matrimonial home. 
“I am just a poor guy with absolutely nothing, empty 
handed.” My husband once said.  
“Your standard and beauty demands a wealthy 
husband.” He added. 
Just forget about riches. If I am a material girl, 
definitely, I will not end up with you as your wife. 
Naked we entered this mystery world, alike naked shall 
we return. I said 
The evolutional life of modern women prevents them 
from being virgins. If there is a necessity for an 
innocent virgin to be used for the birth of another 
saviour to save the world on the verge of its collapsing 
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